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Upcoming

Schoo l

Events  &

News

27TH  FEBRUARY

TR IP  TO  PALAU

DE  LA  MUSICA

PRIMARY  AND

SECONDARY

 

 

 

2ND  MARCH

THEATRE  UPPER

PRIMARY  AND

SECONDARY

CLASS

 

25TH  FEBRUARY

TR IP  TO

COSMOCAIXA

EARLY  YEARS  AND

HELEN 'S  CLASS

 

24TH  FEBRUARY

PHYS ICS  WORKSHOP

HARMONY  AND

CHRISTOPHER

CLASS

 

 



BY  MILANA  MAL IAUKAITE

AND  SUZANNE  MCGINNIS  

 

 

EARLY  YEARS

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What a fun time we had at the

zoo this week.  As we prepared

our children for this field trip

we watched videos, read

stories and had conversations

about all types of animals.

 

The proper use of

classroom supplies such

as scissors or a pencil, is

important for early age

learners. Amazing

progress is being made by

all of our children. 
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This week we reviewed

shapes, numbers, letters and

sizes.  We continued tracing

and working on holding a

hand tool.  To reinforce

numbers and counting, our

children learned about

money and spots on a lady

bug.  

 

Our young learners

are practicing giving and

receiving feedback.  Students

are prompted with a question

and are encouraged to talk

about the topic with as much

detail as possible.

 

 

 

 



BY  HELEN  SMART  

LOWER  PRIMARY

Your class teacher

(below) wishes you lovely

holidays!

The most exciting part of our week

was our trip to the Museu Arqueològic

de Catalunya. Suzanne and Lexie

came with us on the train and the bus.

First we visited the museum and

found out about how the romans

spread across  Europe. Then we found

out about their houses and how they

decorated them. We then got an

opportunity to make our own mosaics

and see one that had been found in

Barcino.
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In  Maths we have continued with

numbers and operations, Year 3 with

multiplication, Year 2 and year 1 with

different strategies for addition. 

In Literacy we have done diary writing

and reading this week. Year 1 have

focused on the ck phoneme, Year 2 on

reading comprehension and Year 3 on

independent reading. 
 

In Topic we have designed and made

Mosaics! We made the tiles ourselves

from clay and then used a grid to create

a design. In the process we learned how

to write instructions and learned what

square numbers are!



 

 
BY  HARMONY  RUTHERFORD  &  MACIEJ  ADAMCZYK

UPPER  PRIMARY

 

 

 
 

In topic we have been studying

Roman engineering. We have

learned how the Romans were the

first people to use concrete. We also

studied how aqueducts were

designed and then made our own

class aqueduct using clay. It was a

fun activity that all the children                

enjoyed.
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In science we used our knowledge of

materials to create packing to protect

our fragile gift (egg). We then sent our

gift on a journey to Llinars library. It was

difficult to stick to our plan while

constructing but we did our best to use

the materials we had available. 

We had the pleasure of

getting an inside look

on how the Police

station and its officers

operate within Llinars, in

order to keep us happy

and safe. 

 

PS:
Guess who wants to

become a police officer? 

Happy holidays from The Best Horses!



BY  JACK  BLOUNT

SECONDARY

Student profile: 
Sara 

Sara enjoys paddle

and running. Sara

runs nearly everyday

to the beach with her

dog and sometimes

with her brother. Sara

also enjoys the book

series Divergent. She

will soon start the

fourth book. 
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Business
In business we are

discussing GDP. We

start played a game

of monopoly to

measure income and

expenditure and

seeing whether we

made a profit. 

This step puts into

context students how

to balance a budget

on a small scale

before increasing the

scale.

Sherlock Holmes
For the final day of the

term Secondary went

to see a Sherlock

Holmes performance

at Teatre Auditoro del

Vallés. 

It was a comedy based

on the story of 'The

Hound of Basqueville'.

Sherlock was on the

case with his trusted

friend John Watson to

help solve the mystery.

It was a fantasticly

funny and interactive

performance that the

students walked away

from with a smile. 


